StarLeaf Call for video calling and
conferencing
StarLeaf Call is the most cost-effective way for you to deploy,
use and pay for video calling and conferencing. Whether you
need to equip one conference room or tens of thousands of
connected users, you will enjoy the high performance and
reliability of an on-demand, cloud-based solution that is as far
reaching as the telephone and just as easy-to-use.

Meet anyone, anywhere, anytime

StarLeaf Call offers universal connectivity allowing you to hold
or join meetings anytime. It provides secure calling to StarLeaf
Group or Personal Telepresence systems, as well as to any
standards-based video system, whether hardware or
software. And the Guest Invite feature enables you to ask
anyone to join you on a video call or conference, for free,
directly from their PC, Mac or iPad.

Unmatched ease-of-use

StarLeaf’s user interface requires no training, features step-bystep guidance and is common across all hardware and
software endpoints.

Deploy anywhere in minutes with QuickConnect

There is no need for IT support – StarLeaf Breeze software is
downloaded and installed for free, and all StarLeaf hardware
endpoints are plug and play.
With StarLeaf Call, you take delivery of an endpoint,
anywhere in the world, plug it into the network and enter a
12-digit identification code. This QuickConnect code verifies
the account, automatically configures the endpoint,
populates the corporate directory and provides the
connection to StarLeaf Call. Within minutes you are ready to
video call or conference anyone.

StarLeaf Call portal keeps you in control

Ongoing management is made simple and is conducted via
the StarLeaf Call portal – a browser-based tool that keeps
your admin in control of all adds, changes and deletions from
the service.

StarLeaf Call
Features and Benefits
Call anyone anywhere on any
StarLeaf Telepresence system or
standards-based device
No on-premise infrastructure
Endpoints for rooms, desktops, PCs,
Macs and iPads
Assured video call quality
Multiparty conferencing, dial-out or
meet-me for groups of up to 17
Meet anyone with Guest Invite
Screen sharing and video
conferencing simultaneously
Rich functionality including:
call transfer
forward
hunt groups
videomail
call history
speed dial favorites
QuickConnect plug and play
anywhere in the world
Easy provisioning and management
Secure with all calls authenticated
and encrypted
Failsafe with full redundancy and
multiple data centers
Total interoperability with all existing
video (H.323/SIP)
Access support services 24x7

Quality and reliability you can trust in

StarLeaf Call is a high performing, reliable video calling and conferencing environment that ensures you
receive the maximum quality, no matter where in the world you are. It automatically tests bandwidth before
every connection, and through technological advances, guards against packet-loss and latency.
All data centers benefit from system redundancy ensuring StarLeaf Call is fail-safe. With failover to standby
servers occurring in the event of any abnormal outages or component failure, you are assured of highreliability and constant service provision.
Furthermore, StarLeaf has multiple data centers worldwide and it is possible for all users to be moved
between them as required, thereby protecting against any catastrophic local events that prevent access to
a whole data center.
With signaling and media fully encrypted for all calls, you are guaranteed that your voice and video
communications are completely secure and safe from unwanted prying eyes. In addition, and because all
calls traverse the Internet, there is no drain on, or need to increase dedicated network bandwidth between
your locations, which makes bringing video into mainstream communications easy, secure and economical.

Economical to buy and use

StarLeaf Call is delivered on an annual fee basis. StarLeaf hardware endpoints have an upfront cost, and
each requires a dedicated connection to StarLeaf Call. The dedicated access fee applies to all hardware
endpoints and ensures that the endpoint is always-on and ready to make and receive calls 24x7. In addition,
StarLeaf offers concurrent usage licenses, which can be purchased to increase the conferencing capacity of
any StarLeaf deployment. StarLeaf Breeze is free for all customers with a StarLeaf Call concurrent usage
package. Each concurrent usage license entitles up to 20 individuals to use StarLeaf Breeze on any, or all, of
their PCs, and iPads. Now you can make video calling and conferencing available to everyone across your
organization without installation fees.
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